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Episode 01 - HETL Podcast

IHETL Association has started a series of Webinars &
Podcasts where you can join discussions on subjects
ranging from Rights, Democracy, and Sustainability to
Educational Futures, Networking, and Collaboration.
In this first episode, Patrick will share the background
to HETL, his time as a Fulbright Scholar, his work as a
K-12 Teacher, and as a Lecturer. He will also share his
thoughts about Sustainable Internationalisation and
Globalisation as well as about AI’s latest innovation
ChatGPT.

Subscribe now!

Register for the 2023 HETL Aberdeen Conference

In Partnership with

brings you

Re-Imagining Education:

Collaboration and Compassion

Venue: University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen
Join us in the Medieval City of Aberdeen for the 2023 HETL Scotland
Conference in University of Aberdeen. Experience the company of
educators from around the world in a city known for castles, whiskey
distilleries, golf courses, festivals and a lot more!

Register Now

HETL Webinar Series

The International HETL Association in collaboration with its partners has introduced a webinar series called "HETL
Talks where industry leaders from the Academia discuss how Higher Education can impact the future. Subscribe to

our IHETL Association YouTube Channel and join our discussion on Rights, Democracy, and Sustainability;
Educational Development and Capacity Building; Advanced Research, Innovation, and Publishing and Educational

Futures, Networking, and Collaboration.

Lifelong Learning in Higher
Education

Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion in Higher Education

Towards a more sustainable
future: What can HE

Leadership do to get there?

Subscribe Now!

Featured Articles

The Important Role Of Human

Capital In Tackling The SDGs
Education (at all levels and in all forms) and lifelong-
lifewide learning are universally recognised as
essential to driving economic development, social
development and other forms of development.
Development depends on capital ...

Leading The World Toward A More

Sustainable Future
Wide-scale and long-lasting social change is often
triggered by major political, economic, social,
technological, and environmental forces. When any of
these forces are strong enough, they can lead to a
revolution of some kind and these revolutions...

Our Future Demands Critical And

Creative Thinking Skills
In a fast-changing environment, one marked by
increased globalisation and internationalisation (for
example, expansion of human rights, increased global
competition, mass urbanisation, climate change and
technology change), educational leaders...

Megacities And The Challenge Of

Inclusive Higher Education
Ever since the first humans migrated out of Africa
many years ago, humanity has been on the move and
humans have been migrating on a global scale ever
since. But what exactly is migration? In some non-
human animals (for example,...

Subscribe to "Learning Futures" on LinkedIn

IHETL Association has expanded its digital footprint
on LinkedIn with a LinkedIn Newsletter called
"Learning Futures" where we help you reimagine and
rethink how education, knowledge, and learning can
transform the future of humanity. Subscribe to our
newsletter on LinkedIn to stay updated with ways
higher education can shape up and transform the
future of humanity

Subscribe Now

Call for Country Directors

HETL Country Directors
HETL Country Directors are educational leaders who represent HETL to
the global higher education community in their countries/regions. HETL
Country Directors help promote the mission, vision, and values of HETL
around the world. They represent HETL’s interests in their
countries/regions as well as represent the interests of their own
countries/regions to HETL.
Send your expressions of Interest should be sent to:
patrickblessinger@gmail.com

Call for Papers

Submit to JARHE!

Become a Member

Become a Member!

Featured reports, videos, and publications

Policy Brief: The “S” in “STEM”:
Education and policies amid and

post-COVID-19.

Higher Education Tomorrow

IAU Horizons December 2021
Issue

UNESCO Futures of Education
Report

ICIE journal, International Journal
for Talent Development and

Creativity University World News
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